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About This Game

Dis Pontibus is a single-player puzzle game set in a procedurally-generated archipelago.

Guide a young explorer on a mission of discovery and enlightenment, and collect the wisdom of a long-lost civilization!

Each game will be a unique experience, with simple mechanics and very challenging gameplay.

Trailer Music: L'etoile Danse (pt. 1) By Meydän (license)
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Title: Dis Pontibus
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Marcos Donnantuoni
Publisher:
Marcos Donnantuoni
Release Date: 7 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 7 SP1+

Processor: 1.8GHz CPU: SSE2 instruction set support.

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with DX10 (shader model 4.0) capabilities.

Storage: 100 MB available space
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First of all, the game is really short — all locations are shown in the trailer, though you'll visit some of them multiple times —
and the ending may seem underwheliming because it doesn't solve the main mystery of the game. But thematically Legendary
Gary is quite focused, the idea of "game within a game" which also crosses with reality as in Neverending Story is developed
very well, and you may also have that "hey, this game is also like my life" feeling from time to time.
The fights with simultaneous turns are quite interesting. There's not many of them, and most are easy (a couple are harder, more
puzzle-like). It's also interesting how the characters' and enemies' (enemies often are characters too) skills and behaviour reflect
their personas.

Overall, nice little game.. As a fan of TrackMania and Quake, and having a good memories about Portal 1 & 2, this hit me in all
the right spots. Great time killer and challenge for its money. It's not perfect but it's still an enjoyable game. There's also a few
mods out there aswell which is always a bonus.. like the other games from this crap company it's all loud and blurry, unfinished
and buggy. want to select the highest difficulty ? a special sound will be played.. EVERY 0.2 SECOND until you highlight an
other mode where it will be finished..

i tried to play it with a gamepad and there is NO option for it anywhere, yet it's recognized right off. the game requires different
levels of speeds and precision but it's always the same speed and sensivity throught the joystick (as the cross or whatever is
total♥♥♥♥♥♥it can't be used to play anything) so it's not possible to not die against the high density bullets waves that the
bosses throw as the character movements are way too wide for the small gaps between bullets.. like if i hit slighty the joystick
the character will move by at least 3mm and i lose continuous control over it.. but the gaps between bullets are of 2-3mm..

so it's just a crap game like the two others. the guys probably wanted to make quick money and made these games even quicker,
so no big surprise quality is not there at all. A great game in the vain of mega man. or castle vania done in nes style. the movie
sucked but the video game rocks.. If you want proper realism, you'll find it it here. Currently the most realistic racing game
around. Amplitude : A Visual Novel is one of few story-driven game I can enjoy so far. Amazing storyline, unusual plot, a lot
of combination for ending and good hidden achievements as well. The game really suit for busy people that want exposure of
playing a game during their free time without focusing on gameplay. Also bonus for FQ player to see the resolves of the
prequels true ending make it a good puzzle for their fans.

One weakness that I feel personally is the story has many explorable characters but lack of development for those characters,
even for multiroute visual novel. Despite of short amount of time player has to solve the story "Puzzle", the climax supposed to
explored the other characters deeper, at least compared to the prequel.

Overall I would recommend anyone with interest in light Fantasy/Sci-fi/Mystery themed game lovers. 7.9/10. Keep up the good
work, Ceylon Entertainment!! ^^. Wife and me played through the campaign, and we enjoyed every stressful second of it.
Sure it kinda reminds you of Overcooked, but like others already said, the customer interaction makes it a completely different
animal even though they share a theme. One small complaint is that we had it freeze on us twice. I don't know if it is because we
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play it via a Steam Link or what is up since I haven't read about anybody else sharing our problem. Nevertheless, we now look
forward to triple star all the challenges and getting every last one of the achievements! Also endless mode.. Its serious sam why
do you need to read reviews for
JUST BUY IT
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I bought this game in the Halloween Steam sale after seeing video on YouTube and I fell in love. It's easy to understand the
basics, but you need to sacrifice some time if you want to fully understand how you can fully utilize you airplane. Sky Knights is
not easy to master. The reward is well worth it though, the range of maneuvers you can discover, need to use you brain in order
to win the match, ruthless AI that sometimes steals half of your kills, friendly, welcoming and growing player base and friendly
developer who joins your match and even gives you achievement if you shot him down. All of this adds to a great experience
which might get sometimes a little bit repetitive, but there's just something that always brings me back. I think it's the feeling
like Tom Cruise in Top Gun �� I cannot wait what will be next addition to the game, whether it's a new plane, new map or just
improvement of game mechanics, this game is getting better and better with every update and I believe it has a great potential.
Hampus Bankler, you sir have my deep respect for creating such a gem.. Is a geman made game ( I guess?) and is a good way to
play as a immigrant cop. Good to buy for 2 euros. Is about crash, some speed and silly car control.. I like this game.. Spoiler
alert:  This game is hot garbage. 

No, seriously:  It really, really sucks 

STAY AWAY.. At 6am, I woke up wishing I wasn't too sleepy to finish this previous night. Fortunately, I spent only one hour
before I completed it so I could rest again.

On Rusty Trails is one of maybe 4 games that I've done this with, being that I value my sleep quite a bit. Although there have
been plenty of titles that I absolutely adore and look forward to playing, this one really hooked me in, especially with its
perfectly short length.

The number one reason that I love this game is its idiosyncratic style: image-based speech bubbles, goofy sentient platforms, and
playful darkness are not often seen in this medium! There's really nothing like it out there (other than the developer's other
games), and that's an excellent risk to take, because Black Pants Studios really knows what they're doing.

The gameplay itself is excellent due to the tight controls and swift movement. Despite the fact that your little Elvis and the
environment switch colours with fun animations, the engine registering this shift is quick enough as to make this not an issue
whatsoever. In fact, many of levels here require quick reflexes in order to beat them, and doing so successfully just feels cool.

Though the graphics on their own aren't spectacular, their animations and the compositions in that they are arranged oozes life.
Add in the strange soundtrack and you have a video game that feels like a continuation of a comic that is actually is (see the free
DLC).

On Rusty Trails feels like a game perfectly suited for autumn, with it's colourful-yet-somewhat-melancholic vibe. Although I
avoid referencing other games in these reviews, I'd also have to recommend Outland since it's also a red-blue-switching fall
season platformer, though with fighting instead of pure platforming.. Great alternative to a real piano. It could use some kind of
timing guide and targeting line; trial and error gets tedious.. So Guard of Wonderland
I never thought about myself as a fan of such kind of games, but I love Alice too much to miss any game about this character.
All in all I wasn't disappointed and actually I was even surprised. We've got many cool stuff in here: stylish characters - check,
wonderful story - check, nice art - check, great music - check, good writing - check. At the very beginning the combat system
seemed a little bit weird, but later I understood that it's supposed to be like this - we are in Wonderland eventually! And
everything in here obey strange logic that is hard to explain but actually easy to understand.
Verdict:
It's a good adventure for Alice fans, everything is done with a big respect and love to the world created by Lewis Carroll.. A
very nice game. Great concept but it has an "I do not know what is missing". I really like the destructible enviroments, nice
weapons, but the explosion somties do not work very well. Too bad almost anyone is playing it. I would love a full game of 64
players to see how is ti like.

8.2/10

Released!:
Dis Pontibus is released at last! Enjoy!
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